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ABSTRACT 

We derive the surface Q for an arbitrary mode, compare azimuthal 

to radial mode signal, discuss cell size considerations, and compare to 

nonresonant PAS. 
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In addition to its longstanding application to measurement of weak absorption in 

gases, the resonant spectrophone has more recently been applied to measurement of 

thermophysical and relaxation properties of gases. 1 In such measurements, the pri

mary information sought is not the absorption coefficient of the gas, but the frequency 

and quality factor of a cavity resonance. In a carefully constructed spectrophone, clas

sical viscous and thermal boundary layer effects account for most of the losses respon

sible for the Q, and also contribute a small downward frequency shift.2 Thus far, a 

theoretical expression for the surface losses was available only for purely radial 

modes. 3 However, it would be desirable to have an expression applicable to a mode hav

ing arbitrary mode indices, since then information could be gained from a wider variety 

of resonances. For example, measurements of quality factors for ditierent types of 

modes of the same resonator could yield both the thermal conductivity and the viscos

ity of a gas, whereas using only radial modes, one would have to measure Q's of two or 

more cells with different length/radius ratios to obtain the same information. Also, the 

use of azimuthal resonances in trace gas detection has been introduced,4•5 and it would 

be useful to be able to calculate the Q's of such resonances in order to estimate the sig

nals obtainable. 

We have obtained the following theoretical expression for the surface viscous and 

thermal contribution to the Q: 

Work supported by t."le Oirecto::-, Office of Energy Research Physical and Technological 
Reference Division of the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC03-76SF00098. 

t Present address; Electrical Engineering Dept., TeJ:as A.&M University, College Station, TeJ:as 
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where m, n, and q are, respectively, the azimuthal, radial, and longitudinal mode 

indices, L is the chamber length, R is its radius, -y is the specific heat ratio, o0q is the 

Kronecker delta, CX.mn is the n'th zero of dJm(rrcx.)/dcx., and dn and d., are, respectively, 

the thermal and viscous boundary layer thicknes-ses, given by 

a, =d.,IVPr =(21C/ (.)p0 C11 )1
12, and where /C is the thermal- conductivity, Po is the density, 

C11 the specific heat at constant pressure {per unit mass), Pr = j.LC11 /IC is the Prandtl 

number, and j.L is the coefficient of shear viscosity. The overall Q is obtained form 1/Q = 
I:: 1/Q~. where the summation index i runs over all the different loss mechanisms 

enumerated by Kamm, 3 but the classical surface loss given by Equation (1) will gen

erally be dominant as long as strong relaxation effects or scattering from major cavity 

imperfections are not present. Accompanying the broadening of the resonance, there 

will also be a frequency shift due to the boundary layers given by: 

(2) 

where the minus sign indicates that this is a downward shift. 

We have not done an exhaustive experimental test of Equation '(1), but have com

pared it to some data for noble gases obtained with the spectrophone described by 

Johnson et t:U. 2 and found that, as in the case of purely radial modes, 2 it accounts for 

about 95% of the experimentally observed losses for low-order resonances, but a 

decreasing percentage for higher-order resonances. 

Based on Kreuzer's analysis, 6 if we assume the beam diameter is small compared 

to the acoustical wavelength. we find that the rms pressure amplitude p' 010 obtained at 

resonance for the first radial mode in the usual radial .mode excitation geometry is 

given by: 

P'oto 
(-y-1)cx.WQoto 

= 
rr2cx.ot c R J Jo (rrcx.ot) I 

(3) 
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where ex is the absorption coefficient, W is the rms value of the first harmonic com

ponent of the chopped beam power, and cis the sound velocity. For a geometry such as 

that used by Poizat and Atkinson, 5 exciting the first azimuthal resonance, the max

imum rms pressure amplitude p' 100 obtainable {for a single pass) is: 

P'too = (4) 

The ratio of pressure amplitudes obtainable for the azimuthal and radial modes is then: 

AZIMUTHAL 
RADIAL = 

P'too 
P'oto 

2.38 QlOO 

Qoto 
(5) 

The Q values used in this equation should be overall quality factors, containing contri

butions from all the loss mechanisms. However, we can make an estimate by assuming 

that the classical surface losses are dominant and using Equation {1) for the Q values. 

We then obtain: 

P'too 
p' 010 

= 
1 + 

1.65 
o.418(LIR)((z-1)+r.Pr J 

(z-1)(1+ ~} +yp;. 

(6) 

For the experiment of Poizat & Atkinson, 5 Equation {6) is not really applicable 

because the surface viscous and thermal losses are not dominant; their experimental 

Q100 is only about half that predicted by Equation {1). However, since they did not 

specify Q010, we cannot use Equation {5). Equation {6) would predict a ratio of 0.85 for 

the azimuthal/radial signal ratio for their cell, whereas they observed a ratio of about 

3.3. Since their radial resonance occurred above 20 kHz, it is likely that the high fre

quency rollot! of the microphone decreased the signal for that mode relative to the 10 

kHz azimuthal resonance. The signal for the azimuthal resonance, however, is at least 

comparable to (theoretically) or greater than {experimentally) the radial mode signal 

for the same cell. The azimuthal mode has the advantage of a lower Q, so that the signal 

is more stable with respect to chopping frequency fluctuations, temperature drift, and 

small variations in gas composition. 

If one inserts into Equations (3) and ( 4) the theoretical expressions for the surface 

Q's of the appropriate modes from Equation (1), one obtains the overall dependence of 

the photoacoustic signal amplitude on cell dimensions L and R. In both cases {radial 
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and azimuthal modes) one finds that if the ratio 1/R is held constant, the signal goes as 

R-112 for all R, while if L is held constant, the pressure amplitude goes as R-112 for R << 
L, and as R-312 for R >> L, with a gradual transition in between. Of course, for both 

theoretical and practical reasons the R-112 behavior does not persist as R ..... 0, but 

nevertheless, this suggests that the cell radius should be as small as possible. This is 

usually limited by the available means of chopping the light, and may also be limited by 

the collisional deactivation time of the absorbing molecules. Since the azimuthal mode \ 

has a resonant frequency less than half that of the radial mode, it allows a smaller cell 

radius for a given maximum available chopping frequency. In the case where signal { 

varies as R-112, the Q for either type of mode goes as R+112, so that reducing the radius 

reduces the Q, and hence improves the stability. 

It is sometimes asserted that use of a resonant spectrophone is pointless because 

one can obtain more signal from a small-diameter nonresonant spectrophone excited at 

the same frequency {where presumably the noise level is comparable). We find theoret

ically that at atmospheric pressure, the nonresonant cell diameters necessary to 

accomplish this become impractically small for resonant cell diameters of a few cen

timeters or smaller. However, at high frequencies, noise is generally white, and one can 

increase the nonresonant cell signal without a corresponding noise increase by simply 

going to lower frequency. Under virtually no circumstances can the signal in a 

resonant cell be as high as the signal for a nonresonant cell in its low frequency limit, 

but of course, the noise at such low frequencies is much higher. Numerous other prac

tical considerations must be taken into account in the choice between resonant and 

nonresonant PAS. 
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